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ABSTRACT 
Let M, denote the set of n-by-n complex matrices. Two matrices A, B E M, are 
said to be q-equivalent if there is a nonsingular R E M, such that A = RBq(R), 
where cp : M, + M, satisfies: (1) cp(cp(X)) = X, (2) (p(XY) = cp(Y)cp(X), and (3) either 
cp(X@Y)= cp(X)@cp(Y) or (p(XQY)= qo(Y)@p(X) for all X,Y E Mk, k = 1,2,...,n. 
We show that an almost explicit canonical form of a nonsingular A E M, under 
q-equivalence can be obtained from a canonical solution of the matrix equation 
X9(X-‘) E .@(J(Ap(A-‘)). We show how explicit canonical forms for nonsingular 
complex matrices under T-congruence, * -congruence, consimilarity, and AT-con- 
gruence can be obtained as special cases of this general principle. 
1. NOTATION AND INTRODUCTION 
We denote by C+ the region in the complex plane C that is the open 
right half plane together with the positive imaginary axis, and write C- = C 
-C+. We denote the set of n-by-m complex matrices by M,,,, and set 
M,,, = M,. We denote the k-by-k identity matrix by I,. For A E M,, we 
denote the transpose of A by AT, the complex conjugate by x, and the 
Hermitian adjoint by A* = x ‘; the antitranspose AAT is obtained by reflect- 
ing the entries of A across the antidiagonal (see Section 3.4). 
We denote the spectrum (set of eigenvalues, counting multiplicities) of a 
given A E M, by a(A). For A E M,, we denote the inertia of A by 
“(A) = (;,(A), c;_(A), i,(A)), where r;(A) and c’_(A) are the numbers of 
nonzero eigenvalues of A (all counting multiplicities) that lie in C+ and C-, 
respectively, and c’,(A) is the number of zero eigenvalues of A. 
A nonsingular matrix E E M, is said to be involutoy if E2 = 1. An 
involutory E E M, is always similar to a matrix of the form I,8 - I, _k. 
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An antidiagonal matrix A E M, is a matrix of the form 
DEFINITICIN 1.0. Let ML be a given subset of Mk, and let cp :ML + ML 
be a given function, k = 1,. . , n. Then cp is said to be a @-map if: 
6) Mi contains the set of k-by-k nonsingular matrices, k = 1,. . , n. 
(ii) AB E ML whenever A, B E ML, that is, ML is closed under matrix 
multiplication, k = 1,. . , n. 
(iii) A@BEM,’ whenever AEM;, BEM;, p+q=k, k=l,...,n. 
(iv) (p(pP(A)) = A for all A E ML, k = 1,. . . , n. 
(v) q(AB) = cp(B)cp(A) for all A, B E ML, k = 1,. . , n. 
(vi) Either 
(a> cp(A~B)=cp(A)~cp(B)forall AEM;, BEM$, p+y<n,or 
(b) (p(A@B) = cp(B)@qo(A) for all A E Mr’,, B EM;, p + y Q n. 
A @-map is said to be direct-sum preserving if it satisfies axiom (vi)(a); it 
is said to be direct-sum reversing if it satisfies axiom (vi)(b). Note that axiom 
(i) requires that M[ = C or M,’ = C - {O). 
Using the definition of a @-map, verification of the following lemmata 
(l.l), (1.21, and (1.3) is straightforward [S, Lemma (l.l), Proposition (1.21, 
Lemma (3.211: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let cp be a given @-map, cp : ML --) ML for k = 1,. . . , n. 
Suppose A E MA is a matrix of the form A = A,@ . . * @A, E M,‘,, Ai E M& 
for i=l,...,r, n,+ ... + n, = n. Then there is a block permutation matrix 
Q E M, such that q(A) = QT(q4Al)@ * . . @(D(A,))Q, where Q = 1 when- 
ever p is direct-sum preserving, and Q is a block permutation matrix of the 
fm 
Q= 
whenever cp is direct-sum reversing. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let cp be a given &nap, q:MJ+Mi for k=l,..., n. 
Then: 
(a) cp : ML + ML is one to one and onto for each k = 1,2,. . . , n. 
(b) ZI.etA,BEMi begivenforsomekwith I<k<n. ThenAB=BAif 
and only if q( AB) = cp(A)cp( B) = q~( B)(p(A). 
(c) q(Z) = I; in particular, q(l) = 1. 
(d) cp(- I)= - I, and hence cp( - A) = - q(A) for all A E ML; in partic- 
ular, cp( - 1) = - 1. 
(e) A given A E ML is nonsingular if and only if cp( A) is nonsingular. 
Moreover, cp(A-‘)=[cp(A)]-’ for every nonsingular AE Mi, k =1,2,...,n. 
(f) Suppose 0 E ML, k = 1,. . . , n. Then q(O) = 0. Conversely, q(A) = 0 
implies A = 0. 
(g) Zf A E Ml is nilpotent with index s < k, then Q(A) is also nilpotent 
with index s. 
(h) Z~A,BEM{, thenA is similar to B if and only if Q(A) is similar to 
Q(B). 
(i) Zf 0 E ML, then rank A = rank Q(A) for all A E ML, k = 1,. . . , n. 
0) Either q(i) = i or q(i) = -i. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let Q be a given @-map, Q: MI + ML, k = 1,2,. . , n. 
(a) Zf A E M;, then the Jordan canonical fm of C&~(A)) is J,((p(A)). 
(b) Zf the Jordan canonical form of A E M, is Jk,(hl)@ * . * @Jk,(X,), the 
Jordan canonical form of Q(A) is Jk$(p(hl))@ . * . @Jk,!cp(A,)) fm hi E M{, 
i=l , * . . > P. 
The following result is well known [2, Chapter 1.41. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let AE M, and BE M, be given. If dA)n a(B)=W, 
then AC = CB fw some C E M,,, implies C = 0. 
The following can be verified easily from Lemma 1.4. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let A = A,@A,@ . *. @A,, Ai E Mni, nl + . *. + nk = 
n be such that a(A,)n a(Aj) = 0, if i Z j. Zf AC = CA for some C E M,, 
then C is a block diagonal matrix of the form C = C,@ . * * @C,, Ci E M,,, 
n,+ .* . + nk = n. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Z_etCEM,.ThenCX=XCforalZXEM,ifandonly 
ifC=cuZforsome cu~C, and cu+O ifcisnonsingular. 
Let (p be a @-map. Then Q is said to be regular if cp(AT) = [cp(A)lT for 
every AE ML. 
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PROPOSITION 1.7. Let cp be a given @map, sp : ML + ML, k = 1,. . . , n. 
(a) Zf cp is direct-sum preserving, then there exist nonzero scalars CY and 
0 such that L&(U) = C-Y, &?) = P, and 
for all B E MI:, all C E M4, and all positive integers p, q such that p + q = n. 
(b) Zf rp is direct-sum reversing, then there exist nonzero scalars (Y and p 
such that (p(a) = l/a, cp(/?> = l/p, and 
for all B E Mi, all C E Mi, and all positive integers p, q such that p + q = n. 
(c) If p = q, then (Y = J/p in both cases (a) and (b). 
(d) Zf cp is regular, then (Y = k 1 and p = + 1 in both cases (a) and (b). 
Proof. Suppose cp is a Q-map. We give the proof only for the case of a 
direct-sum preserving cp. The argument is similar in the other case. 
Suppose cp is a direct-sum preserving Q-map. Consider 
O Iv 
Q= z 
[ 1 D o -$,+y. 
Then [(P(Q)]-’ = q(Q-‘) = (p(QT) by Lemma 1.2(e). Now, for any 2’ E ML, 
Z-f,:, 
a :I) = Q[ T) ,;:,]QT* 
Therefore, 
[; ;]=~(Q[‘(oz) o;y)])e(Q) 
= dQT)[; ;],(Qh 
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or 
Thus, by Corollary 1.5 and Corollary 1.6, q(Q) must be a antidiagonal block 
matrix of the following form: 
0 PI, 
P(Q)= aI 
[ 1 o for some nonzero scalars (Y and /3. I’ 
Note that 
(1.7.1) 
and hence, 
Therefore, (l/a)cp(a) = 1 and (l//3)&3) = 1, or a = q(a) and p = &I). 
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where we use (1.7.1) to obtain the last equality. Thus, CY = l/p whenever 
P = 9. 
Suppose cp is regular. Then 
0 (YIP 
= pz, 0 ’ 
[ 1 
andhenceI/cr=cxandl/p=P,ora=_tlandp=_+l. 
The following consequences of Proposition 1.7 is easily verified. 
n 
CVROLLARY 1.8. Let cp be a given Q-map, q~ : ML -+ ML, k = 1,. . . , n. Let 
(1.8.1) A= 
denote any block antidiagonal matrix in MA. 
(a) lf cp is direct-sum preserving, then there is a nonsingular diagonal 
matrix I$ = a,l,,@ ’ * . @akInk such that (Y~ = cp(cu,> E M[ for all i = 1,. . , k 
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and 
v(A) = 
cp(4c) 
1 2 0 
for all A E M,‘, of the form (1.8.1). 
(b) lf cp is direct-sum reversing, then there is a nonsingular diagonal 
matrix 2 = q&p . *. cB(YkZnr, such that l/ai = cp(ai)~ M; fm all i = 
1 , . . . , k and 
cp(A,) 
0 I 
for all A E ML of the form (1.8.1). 
(c) ZfcpisreguZar,thenai=flfori=1,...,kinbothcases(a)and(b). 
Many common examples of @-maps are regular. In fact, all oi = 1 for 
cp(A) = A-‘, A-‘, AT, A*, and AAT (see Section 3). 
A regular Q-map cp is said to be strictly regular if oi = 1 for all i in 
Corollary 1.8(c). For an example of a regular Q-map that is not strictly 
regular, consider cp(A) s EATE with E = diag(I, - l,l, - 1,. . .>, so that 
2. A (p-CANONICAL FORM 
Let cp be a a-map. Two matrices A, B E M, are said to be p-equivalent 
if there is a nonsingular P E M, such that PAq(P) = B. One verifies easily 
that cp-equivalence is an equivalence relation. We write A 2 B to indicate 
that A is q-equivalent to B. Familiar special cases of q-equivalence such as 
similarity, consimilarity, T-congruence, and * -congruence are obtained by 
choosing q(P)= P-‘, is-‘, PT, and P*, respectively. We write 
AZB, AC-‘B, ALB, orA:B, 
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respectively, to indicate that A is similar, consimilar, T-congruent, or *-con- 
gruent to B. 
Let 
be a Jordan block of dimension k. We denote the Jordan canonical form of 
A E M, by J(A) and the direct sum of Jordan blocks corresponding to the 
eigenvalue A by J(h), J(A) = J,,(A)@ * . . @J_(A). Thus, J(A) = J(A,) 
@ . * . @J( A,), where A,, . , A, are the distinct eigenvalues of A. 
The following result is the key to characterizing the Jordan canonical 
form of Aq(A-‘1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose cp is a Gnap, and let A E M, be nonsingular. 1’ 
A E C is an eigenvalue of Aq(A -I), then cp(A - ’ > is also an eigenvalue of 
Aq(A-‘1, and the Jordan block structures corresponding to the eigenvalues A 
and rp(A -I) are identical. 
Proof. Notice that Ap(A-‘) 2 cp(A-‘)A = [cp(Aq(A-I))]-r = 
qd[Aq~D(A-~)l-~). Th e assertion now follows from Lemma 1.3. n 
Thus, the Jordan canonical form of Aq(A-‘) must have the following 
structure: 
Aq(A-‘) 2 J(Ap(A-‘)) = J,@Js> 
where 
in which J(wLi), J(p(pL; ‘1) E M,,, pi # (p(p;l), pi + pj if i z j, and the 
Jordan block structures of J(pi) and J(&L~~)) are identical for i = 1,. . . , P; 
and where 
(2.3) Js = J(4) @ . . . @J(b), 
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in which J(hj) E M,, hj = p(Ai’), hi + Aj if i + j, and _!(Aj) = ],,l(Aj) 
03 * . * @Jnj,!Aj), ni, + * . * + njk = nj for j = l,.. ., s. 
~uppose’cp: M,: --) M,: is a g&en Q-map, and let A E MA be any matrix in 
the domain of cp. As a cp-canonica2fx-m of A, we would like to determine a 
matrix that is q-equivalent to A and is “simple” in the following sense: 
CRITERION 2.4 
(i) The matrix should be as close as possible to a block diagonal or block 
antidiagonal matrix. 
(ii) The dimensions of the diagonal or antidiagonal blocks should be as 
small as possible. 
(iii) The number of zeros in each of the submatrices should be maximal. 
(iv) The nonzero entries of the matrix should be 1 as often as possible. 
For example, for the inverse map q(A) = A-‘, the Jordan canonical form 
](A) is a suitable q-canonical form for A. 
The following result is proved in [S, Theorem 4.21. 
THEOREM 2.5. tit A, B E M, be nonsingular, and suppose (p is a given 
@-map. Then either q(i) = i or q(i) = -i, and 
(i) y q(i)= i, then A z B if and only $Arp(A-‘) z Bq~o(B-‘j. 
(ii) rf q(i) = -i, then A z BE for some involutory E E M, sati&ng 
BE = rp(E)B $and only $Aq(A-‘) 2 Bq(B-‘). 
The orbit of A is the set of all matrices similar to A; we denote the orbit 
of A by B(A). According to Theorem 2.5, a nonsingular matrix A is 
q-equivalent to B (possibly up to an involutory factor E) if and only if 
Aq(A- ‘) is similar to Brp(B- ‘1. Therefore, any solution of the matrix 
equation Xq(X-‘) = G, where G E @(Aq(A-I)), is q-equivalent to A (pos- 
sibly up to an involutory factor E). We write K,(A) = {X E M, : X9(X-‘) E 
B(A)}. Notice that if A is nonsingular and B is similar to A, then 
K,(A) = K,(B). 
It is easy to show that the q-equivalence class of A, the set of all matrices 
that are q-equivalent to A, is contained in K,(Aq(A- I)). Therefore, we may 
look for a q-canonical form, which we denote by I,(A), among the solutions 
X of the equation XQ(X-‘) = G, where G E K,(AQ(A-i)) is “simple” in 
the sense described in Criterion 2.4. For example, we may take G = 
](AQ(A- ’ )), or we may take G to be some matrix that has the same block 
diagonal structure as J( A Q( A- ’ 1). 
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Let J,,,(A) E M, be a given Jordan block, and suppose K,(J,,(A)) f 0. 
Then among the matrices in K,(J,,,(A)), we shall try to choose a simple one 
(described in Criterion 2.4) for our canonical solution, which we denote by 
~,(j,,,(h)). If we can do this, we can then attempt to construct a cp-canonical 
form from these canonical solutions. Notice that if K,(J,,(A)) # 0, then the 
existence of some L,(J,,,(A)) is g uaranteed. Although we give the explicit 
L,(J(&B.&(ti - ‘>>) m which the uniqueness is self-evident (see Lemma 
2.11), we shall not assume the uniqueness of L,(J,,(A)l for an arbitrary 
Jordan block in this section. In Section 3, we give completely explicit 
q-canonical forms for some specific Q-maps. 
We now describe a procedure by which an almost explicit canonical form 
under p-equivalence can be obtained for a nonsingular matrix. 
Step 1. Note that A E K,(Ap(A-‘)I = KV(J(A~(A-‘))) + 0. We shall 
show that K,(J(Aq(A- ‘))) actually contains a block diagonal or antidiagonal 
matrix of the form 
where Q is some block permutation matrix. The diagonal blocks Bi and Cj 
correspond to J(~)@_/((P(~~~)) and J(A), respectively, where B,cp(Bi-‘) = 
ai[J(~~>@J(cp(~~-‘))] and Cj(p<Cj~‘> = pjJ(Aj> for some constants cyi and pj. 
Therefore, K,(~r,[J(~~)~l(cp(~~~‘))l) and K,(PjJ(Aj)) are not empty, and 
hence canonical solutions J,(cri(J(pi) @J((p(p;i))J) and L,(/3jJ(Aj)l exist. 
Now, we apply Theorem 2.5 and show that A is p-equivalent to the direct 
sum of ~,(c~~[J(~~)~J(cp(~,~‘))l) and L,+,(P,.J(A,.)), possibly up to involutory 
factors Ei and q, respectively. Thus, an implicit q-canonical form is 
obtained, implicit in the sense that there are canonical solutions L,(ai[J(pLLi) 
@J((P(/A,~‘))I) and L,(PjJ(Aj)) corresponding to the diagonal blocks J(pi) @ 
J((P(~L;~)) and J(Aj) of J(Aq(A-‘)I, respectively, such that A is p-equiv- 
alent to the direct sum of L,(~,[J(~~)BJ(~~(cL~‘))]) and L,(PjJ(Ajll, possi- 
bly up to involutory factors Ei and Fi. 
Step 2. To give an explicit cp-canonical form of A, it remains to describe 
the explicit structures of L~((Y~[J(~~)~J((P(~;‘))I) and L,(PjJ(Aj)). We 
give an explicit form for Lp(Lyi~J(cLi)~](4D(cL,~‘))]), pi Z cp(~,~‘). 
Step 3. What about an explicit foml of L,(PjJ(AJ))? We note that there 
are @-maps with K,(J,(A))= 0 f or some k and some A = &A - ‘1. For 
example, if q(A)= A-’ then A = cp(A-‘) for every A E R, but Krp(Jk(A))= 
0 for every A < 0. As another example, if cp(A) = AT, then the eigenvalues 1 
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and - 1 of A(A-‘)T satisfy A = cp(h-‘), but K&Jk(- 1)) =0 for every odd k 
and K,(J,(l)) = 0 for every even k. Thus, for q(A) = A-‘, there is no 
canonical solution L&J,(A)) corresponding to a Jordan block Jk(h) of 
J(Acp(A-‘)) if A is negative. Similarly, for v(A) = AT there are no canonical 
solutions in some cases. Therefore, for an arbitrary @-map it is not possible 
to give a completely explicit q-canonical form based on Jordan blocks Jk(A) 
for which A = cp(A-‘). In Section 3, we consider specific examples of a 
Q-map and give a completely explicit q-canonical form through an analysis 
of the Jordan block structure of Aq$A-‘). In this section, we shall assume 
that cp is strictly regular and that K&J,(A)> z 0 for each A for which 
A = cp(A-‘) and for each k. With these assumptions, L,(J(A)) can be written 
as a direct sum of L,(],(A)), canonical solutions obtained from the elemen- 
tary Jordan blocks. 
Step 4. We summarize the results in four different situations: 
(i) cp is direct-sum preserving and satisfies q(i) = i. 
(ii) cp is direct-sum preserving and satisfies q(i) = -i 
(iii) cp is direct-sum reversing and satisfies q(i) = i. 
(iv) ye is direct-sum reversing and satisfies p(i) = -i. 
Now, we proceed to Step 1 of the reduction. 
Step 1 
We have the following. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let cp be a given a-map. Suppose A E M, is nonsingular 
and J(Ap(A-‘)) = J,@Js, where JP and Js are defined in (2.2) and (2.3) 
respectively. Then there is a block diagonal matrix A’ of the form 
(2.7) 
0 
where B,EM~,,,, and Cj=M,. for i=l,..., p and j=l,..., s, such that 
, 
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A c A’Q and (A’Qhp((A’Q)-l) = J(A+4Ah1)), where 
(a) Q = I whenever 4p is direct-sum preserving, and 
(b) one has 
with 
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whenever cp is direct-sum reversing. 
The diagonal blocks B, and Cj of A’ correspond to the blocks of J(Aq(A - ‘1) 
as follows: 
(c) B,(p(B,: ‘I= J(~i)@J((p(~~:l)) and Cj(p(C,: ‘) = J(hj) whenever cp is 
direct-sum preserving, and 
Cd) Bi(p(B;l) = a&~~)@J(q&; ‘>> and Cjq4C,: ‘I= PjJ(Aj> for some 
constants ai and pj such that cp(a,) = l/q and cp(Pj> = l/P, us defined in 
Corollary 1.8(b), whenever cp is direct-sum reversing. 
Proof. Suppose A E M, is nonsingular, and let J(Acp(A-‘)I= JP@Js, 
where JP and Js are as in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. There is a nonsingular 
R E M, such that RAq(A-‘)R-’ = J(A~J(A-‘)). Set A”= RAq(R). Then 
A”rp(A’‘-‘I = J(Acp(A-‘1). Thus, A” = J(Aq(A-‘))cp(A”), or &A”) = 
A”(p(J(Acp(A-‘1)). Hence, A’ = J(Aqo(A-l))A”(p(](A~(A-l))), or 
A”q(J(Aq$A-‘)))-’ = J(Aqo(A-‘))A”. Note that [q~(j(Aqo(A-‘)))]-’ = 
QT&4J&) @ J((P(/-L,-‘)))I-’ @ . . . @ 
[cp(Jo,N1-l@ *. . 
b,dJ(~,) @ J(qP(c~~;~)))l- * @ 
@ [p(J(A,NI-‘IQ, where 
[P(J(Fi) @/(cD(P;‘)))] -’ ‘/(Pi) ‘J(cP(kui’)) 
and [ v(/(A~I)] -’ ’ J(‘j) 
by Lemma 1.3, and Q is a block permutation matrix of the form given in 
Lemma 2.6(a) or (b), according as cp is direct-sum preserving or direct-sum 
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reversing, by Lemma 1.1. Therefore, A”QTI[cp(J(~L1)eJ(40(~;1))1-1~ * * * fi+ 
[cp(J(h,))l-‘I= J(Ap(A-‘)>A”QT. 0 ne can now use Corollary 1.5 to verify 
that A”QT is a block diagonal matrix of the form given in (2.7). Thus, 
A’ = A”QT has the desired structure, and A 2 A” = A’Q is such that 
A’Q[(p(A’Q)I-’ = J(Acp(A-‘)I. 
Suppose cp is direct-sum preserving, i.e., Q = 2. Then 
A”cp( A”-‘) = A’cp( A’-‘) 
= J(&(A-‘1). 
Thus, Birp(B;‘)=J(CLI)~BJ(~(~L;l)) and Cj~p(C1~‘)=J(Aj) for i = I,. . .,p 
and j = I,. . . , s. 
Suppose cp is direct-sum reversing, i.e., Q # 1. Note that 
J(Aq(A-I)) = A’Q&A’Q)-‘) = A’QP(A’-%(Q-‘) 
=A’WT[cp@;‘)@ a** m~(Cs-‘)]QdQ-‘) 
= [Bl(p(B;‘)B *-* ~c,&-‘)]Q&-‘). 
Also rp(Q) = ZQ, where X = ((Y;Z~,_@ * . . @$,Z,,,,)@(PiZ,,@ . * * @&In,). 
and a[, ~3; E Mi are such that a{p(ai) = 1 and pj,!rp(p,!) = 1 by C~mllary 1.8. 
Thus, Q&-‘) = Q((P(@>-’ = 2-I. It follows that J(Acp(A-‘1) = 
[B,Cp(B; ‘> @ * * ’ @ Cs$)(C5T ‘>]I;-‘, or B,(p(B;‘) = (l/(y~)[J(fiU,) @ 
J(&_L,Y’))] and Cjcp(C~~‘)=(l/p,!)J(hj), for i= l,..., p and j =l,..., S. 
Now set LY~ = l/cui and pj 3 l/p,!. l 
From Lemma 2.6, we see that it is now sufficient to consider the 
individual blocks 13, and Cj in order to obtain a simple canonical form under 
cp-equivalence. Since by Lemma 2.6(c) and (d) 
Q,(B;~) = ai[~(pi) ~./((p(p,~‘))] and Cjq(CT’) =pjJ(*j) 
for some constants LY( and a,, K,(ai[J(~i)ceJ(cp(~,~l))l) and K,(@i_Z(AjI) 
are not empty. Therefore, L+,((YJ](~~) @ J((p(/.~~~~))l) E K,,,(ai[J(Fi) @ 
J(~(~_L,~ ‘>)I> and L,(Pj.](Aj)) E Kp(fijJ(Aj))* 
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Theorem 2.5 ensures that J,((Y~[J(~~)~BJ((P(~L~‘))]) = L,(cu,[J(p,)@ 
J((p(pC: ‘>)I> and J,(pjJ(hj>> = L,(j3,.](Aj)) if p(i) = i. If p(i) = -4 on the 
other hand, there are involutory matrices E and F such that Jp(cyi[J(pi)@ 
~(~o(~~~‘>)l)= EL,(~~~[J(~,)$J(~~(cL~‘))I) and Jp(PjJ(Aj)>= FLp(PjJ(hj)). 
We now combine these observations with Lemma 2.6. 
LE.UMA 2.8. Let A E M,, be nonsingular, and suppose J(Aqo(A -I)) = J, 
gtJs, where], and Js are defined in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. Let 40 be a 
given Gnap. Then there is an involutory E E M, of the form 
zf q(i) = i, then E = I,, and 
if p(i) = -i, then 
F, 
0 
0 
Fs _ 
where Ei E Mzal , and FjEM,, fori=l,..., pandj=l,..., s, 
such that 
(a) lf cp is direct-sum preserving, then A E B@C, where 
f or i=l ,...>P, 
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(b) If (p is direct-sum reversing, then there is a block permutation matrix 
QEM,, ofthefon 
with 
0 1 
2m1 
Q1z [ : 
. 1 2m,, 0 
such that A z (B @ C>Q, where 
cq and pj are the constants defined in Corollary 1.8(b) for i = 1,. . . , s and 
j = l,...,p. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 2.5, Lemma 2.6, 
and the definition of L,(A). We simply note that a nonsingular matrix of the 
form R = S,fB + * * @S,$ I’,@ * * . @I’,, Si E Mzmi and Pj E M, performs the 
reduction of the block diagonal or block antidiagonal matrix given in Lemma 
2.6 into the desired form under q-congruence. m 
Step 2 
We give an explicit rg-canonical form for the blocks corresponding to the 
eigenvalues pi, pi # cp(r.~~-‘), of Aq(A-‘1. The following result is useful. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let 50 be a <P-map, and suppose E E M, is involutory with 
c’(E)=(k,n-k,O). lf AEM,, is such that AE=Q(E)A, then there are 
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matrices A, E Mk and A, E M, _k such that fbr some nonsingular R E M,, 
R-IER = I,@ -I,_, and (p(R)AR is a matrix of the following form: 
(a) if 40 is direct-sum preserving, then 
(b) if 9 is direct-sum reversing, then 
Proof. Since E is involutory, there is a nonsingular R, E M, such that 
R,ER;‘= I,@ -I,_,. Note that (p(R,ER;‘)= cp(R,‘)cp(E)cp(R,)= cp(Z,@ 
- Zn_k), where 
PP(W+Lk)= 
I,@ - I,_, if 40 is direct-sum preserving, 
_I _ *I 
nk k if rp is direct-sum reversing. 
Set A’= cp(R;‘)AR;‘. Then cp(R;‘)AR;‘R,ER;’ = A’(Z,@ - In_&)= q(zk 
CB - Z,_k)A’= cp(R;‘)cp(E)rp(R,)q~(R;‘)AR;‘. Thus, by Corollary 1.5: 
(a) if cp is direct-sum preserving, then A’ is a block diagonal matrix of the 
form A’= A,@A,, A, E Mk and A, E M,,_k; 
(b) if cp is direct-sum reversing, then A’ is a block antidiagonal matrix of 
the form 
A’ = AIEMk and AzEM,_k. 
Set 
pE Pl@ pz if cp is direct-sum preserving, 
P2@P, if q~ is direct-sum reversing, 
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where P, E M, and P, E M,_, are such that 
G%Q(P,) = J,(4) and P&Q( Pz> = J,(A,). 
Note that (p(P-‘XZk83 - Z,_,)cp(P) = (I,@ - I,_,), and hence Pq$Z,@ 
- Z,_k)P-l = cp(Z,$ - I,_,). Thus, if we set R = cp(Pq(R;‘)), then 
Q(R)AR and R-‘ER h ave the desired forms for both cases (a) and (b). n 
The result asserts that if AE = (p(E)A for an involutory E, then A and E 
can be reduced simultaneously to their respective canonical forms, E under 
similarity and A under Q-congruence. For example, if Q(A) = A-‘, then A 
and E are reduced simultaneously to Jordan canonical form. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let A E M, be given, and suppose E E M, is involu- 
tory with c’(E) = (k, n - k,O). Then there is a nonsingular R E M, such that 
R-‘ER = (Ike - Zn_k) and R-‘AR = J(A) whenever AE = EA. 
Proof. Take Q(X) = X-l, so q(E) = E-’ = E. H 
If Q is regular, then the constants oi and Rj in Lemma 2.8 become f 1 
for i = 1 , . . . , p and j = 1,. . . , s. For convenience, we assume Q is regular in 
the following lemma in order to simplify the notation and the proof. Without 
the regularity assumption, the proof can be modified to give a similar result 
with certain constants q and Rj. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let Q be a regular @-map, and suppose a given nonsingu- 
lar B E M2,,, is such that 
BQ@-') ’ ~bL)@~(Q(P-'))~ where I(P) EM,, k + Q(Pel). 
Then 
where 
(a> if Q is direct-sum preserving, then 
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(b) if cp is direct-sum reversing, then 
If cp is strictly regular, then 6 = 1. 
Proof. Under the stated assumptions, Bqo(B-‘1 2 J(/~)@c&(P-‘)), 
where J&I E M,,,, p + C&L-~). Set 
if cp is direct-sum preserving, 
if cp is direct-sum reversing, 
where 6 = + 1, and 6 = 1 if cp is strictly regular. 
It is easy to verify that .L,(J(/_L)@J((P(/.c~))) E K,&.)@J(&-‘))) for 
a direct-sum reversing cp; the assertion follows easily from Proposition 1.7 
when cp is direct-sum preserving. If cp is strictly regular, then Proposition 1.7 
applies with (Y~ = 1. Thus, 
Now suppose q(i) = i. Then since 
L&(/.4 W(PW’)))~( [ qm-4 @/(&4))] -‘) z %J(B-‘), 
we are done by Theorem 2.56) and B 2 LV(J(~)@J((p(/.-‘))). 
Now suppose p(i) = -i. By Theorem 2.5(n) 
for some involutory E E M2,,, satisfying 
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There is nothing to show if E = Iam. If E = - I,,,, then S[L,(J(~)$ 
J(rp(~-~)))Elcp(S) = L&J(P) @J(I~(F-‘~))), where S = I,,,@ - I,,. Thus, 
B z I&(/.L>@&+.L -‘N>, as desired. Therefore, we assume E z + Izal. 
Note that since 
we have rp(E)cp(L,(J(t~)~J(cp(~--‘))))= ~O(L,(J(~L)~J((P(IL-~))))E, Hence, 
= E[~(L~(~(~)~J((P(~-‘))))] -lL,(I(~)~j(cp(~-l))). 
Now note that 
Therefore, {(P(J(PL) CB [(~(J(cL))I-‘))-~E = E((~(J(PL) @ [~D(J(P))I-~))-~, or 
{JC~)~[~P(J(~L)>I-‘}~~(E)= (P(E)(~(~)~[(P(J(EL))~-‘). Since EL + (o(F~‘), by 
Corollary 1.4 p(E) must be a block diagonal matrix of the form p(E) = E,@ 
E,, where E,, E, E M,, are involutory. Note that E, and E, commute with 
J(P) and cp([.Q.)l-I), respectively. Note further that E is a matrix of the 
form E = cp(E,)@cp(E,) if cp is direct-sum preserving, or E = cp(E,)@q(E,) 
if cp is direct-sum reversing. 
Since L+_(J(cL)@J(&.L-~)))E = (p(E)L,(J(~.)~J(cp(~--‘))), we have 
J(phpD(E2)= E,J(p) and p(E,)= E,. Note that C&E,)= E, implies D.(E,) 
= c’(E,) for involutory matrices E, and E,. Let e’(E,)=(k,m-k,O), 
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k # 0, k z m. Since E, commutes with J(p), there is a nonsinguiar R E M,,, 
such that RE,R-’ = Zk@ - Z,,,_k and RJ(FL)R-’ = J1@Jz, where J1 E M, 
and J1 E M,,,_k are such that (by Corollary 2.10) J,@Jz and J(,uu> differ 
possibly by a permutation of their diagonal blocks. Note that cp(R-‘)E,p(R> 
= cp(Z,@ - Ztn_k). Therefore, set P = R@cpo(R-‘1. Then if cp is direct-sum 
preserving, 
PL,(Jb) @J(cpWm%(P) 
= PL,(Jb) @I(&-‘)))d P)cp(P-‘) Ed P) 
0 
R-’ 1 
= 
:: ~(~-1)][ a;,,, “o”‘][ ‘(;I ,!l] 
o 
II 
q(R) 
dE,) o 
0 
cp(Z,@ - Z,,,-k) 
0 I,@ -I;? 
= 6(Z,@ -I,&) 0 3 
Similarly, for a direct-sum reversing cp, 
cp(zke ” z _ ) 
1,~ k 1 
0 1 - z,,,-k@zk ,’ 
Thus, if cp is direct-sum preserving, then for S z Zenl_k@ - Zk, 
0 
L=S 
I,@ - Jz 
6(Z,@ - Lk) 0 1 v(S) 
J',) ]> 
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and if cp is direct-sum reversing, then for S = I,@ - Z,,z_,$Z,,_,@Zk, 
Therefore, we have shown that B 2 L,(J(k) @J(&-l)))E z L, where 
J’(P) and J(P) d’ff 1 er possibly by a permutation of their diagonal blocks. 
Now, it remains to show that L E L,(j(p)@J((~(p~‘))) for both direct- 
sum preserving and direct-sum reversing q. If J’(p) = J(p) then L = 
L,@(p) ~B]((p(p-~))). If J’(p) + J(p), then since J’(p) is permutation simi- 
lar to J(p), let P be a permutation matrix such that PJ’(p)PT = J(P). 
Consider 
Then 
if cp is direct-sum preserving, 
if cp is direct-sum reversing. 
Thus, 
0 W(PL)PT 
1 
if q is direct-sum preserving, 
QLdQ) = 
dPTMP) 0 
O’(P) PT 0 
0 cp(~‘)cpW 1 if cp is direct-sum reversing 
if cp is direct-sum preserving, 
if 9 is direct-sum reversing. 
Therefore, B z Lp(J(~)@J(q(~-l))). 
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Step 3 
As we have discussed at the beginning of the section, for an arbitrary q, 
an explicit structure of ,!,,(](A)), A = &A - ‘), is impossible to determine 
because the set Kq(Jk(A)) can be empty. Thus, we consider the class of 
@-maps for which Krp(Jk(A)) # 0 f or all k and A = cp( A - ’ ); one such @-map 
is q(A) = A*. For simplicity, we also assume that cp is regular. Without the 
regularity assumption, the proof can be modified to give a similar result 
containing certain constants oi and p,. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let rp be a regular @-map such that K.(J,(A)) z 0 for all 
k and A such that A = cp(A -I>. Suppose C E M, is nonsingular and 
CdC-‘1 2 J(A) = I,,@) @ *. . W,,(A), A=p(A-‘). 
(i) If q(i) = i, then C 2 L,(J(X)), where 
and 
(ii) If q(i) = -i, then C z L’,(J(A)), where 
If cp is direct-sum preserving, then cxi = 1 for all i in (i) and (ii), and Q = I,,. 
If cp is direct-sum reversing, then cxi = _+ 1 for all i in (i) and (ii), and Q is a 
block permutation matrix of the form 
Zf q is strictly regular, then (Y~ = 1 for all i in (i) and (ii). 
Proof. Suppose C is nonsingular and is such that Ccp(C-‘) zJ(A), 
A = cp(A-‘), and let cp be a regular @-map such that K,(],(A)) z 0 for all k 
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and any A such that A = cp(h - ‘). Since cp is regular, q = + 1 for all i by 
Corollary 1.8. 
First, we show that the given L&J(A)) is a canonical solution. If 9 is 
direct-sum preserving, then 
where l f = 1 and 
E:Lp(Jn.(h))[~(L~(,,,(A>))]-l~b(l,~A)) forall i=l,...,k. 
If q is direct-sum reversing, then 
(p([ L’,(J(A))] -‘) 
by Corollary (1.8). Since (Y~ = l/a, = f 1 for all i for a regular cp, 
L’,(J(A))cp( [ L’,(J(A))] -‘) 
= E:+,(U,(A))[ V( &xLl( A)))] -’ 
@ * *. @+&,b,lnk(N)[ v( +L*(Q))] -l> 
where ef = 1 for all i. Note that L,(sJ,,(A)X~(L,(sJ,,(A)))]-’ E 8(6],$A)) 
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for any 6 EC. Thus, 
@(J,{A)) for all 
(YiL’,((YjJ,!A))E~(L’,((YiJn,(h)))l-l E @((U~]“J,$~))= 
i = 1,. . , k. Therefore, L’,(J(A)) E K&J(A)) for any k-vector 
E=(er *-* Ed), l i = + 1, for all regular rp such that K,(J,(A)) # 0 for all 
k and A such that A = qo(A -‘). Since the dimensions of each diagonal block 
of LE,((A))(p([L’,(J(A))l-‘) and J(A) are identical, L’,(J(A)) satisfies condi- 
tions (i) and (ii) of Criterion 2.4. Furthermore, since by the definition each 
individual diagonal or antidiagonal block L,(cwiJ,,(A)) is a canonical solution 
corresponding to each individual Jordan block J,,((wiA), L,(J(A)) must be a 
canonical solution. 
If q(i) = i, we are done by Theorem 2.5(i), since 
L,(l(A))[ L,(J(A))] -’ 2 CdC-‘) 
Now consider case (ii), q(i) = -i. Then C 2 L (J(A))E for some involu- 
tory E E M, satisfying L,(J(A))E = cp(E)L,(J(A~) by Theorem 2.5(ii). If 
E is either I, or - I,, then we are done by setting G = (1 . . * 1) or 
&=(-I . . . - I), respectively. Thus, assume E # _I I,, c’(E) = (k, n - 
k,O), k + 0, k z n. Since L,(J(A))E = cp(E)L,&J(A)), there are matrices 
C, E M, and C, E M,_, such that for some nonsingular R E M,, R-‘ER = 
I,@ - I,_, and p(R)L,(](A))R has one of the two following forms: 
(a) If cp is direct-sum preserving, then cp(R)L,(J(A))R = C,@C,. 
(b) If cp is direct-sum reversing, then 
dRW,(J(A))R= c” I 1 1 ; . 
Thus, C z [q(R)L,(J(A))RI(Z,@ - I,_,)= C,@ - C,, and 
C E [&W,(J(W](I,@ -In-k) = [ 1 c” 1 -oc2 
Consider case (a). Since C 2 C,@ - C, and C,(C) E @(J(A)), we have 
(Cl@ - c,)sp(Ci@ - C2)-’ = C,~(C;1)@C2q(C~1)~ @(J(A)). Therefore, 
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for some Jr E M, and Js E M,_, such that Jr@Js differs from J(h) possibly 
by a permutation of its diagonal blocks. Thus, we can apply Theorem 2.5(ii) 
again to C, and C,, independently, and find that C,@ - C, L L,(J1)El@ 
Z&)E,, where E, E M, and E, E M,_, are involutory and satisfy 
Z,,(J,)E, = EiL,(Ji)Ei, i = 1,2. We are done if both Ei = + 1. Otherwise, we 
repeat the process to reduce further each Cj to a direct sum of two finer 
blocks with a - sign on the lower block. Since this process must end in a 
finite number of steps, after finitely many cp-congruences we eventually 
obtain a block diagonal matrix LF(J(h)), where L$(](A)) differs from 
L’,(J(A)) possibly by a permutation of its diagonal blocks. Thus, if we let Q 
denote a block permutation matrix, then q(Q) = QTI%, where 
by Corollary 1.8. Therefore, after one final cp-congruence we are done: 
Now consider case (b). Since C z (- C,BC,)Q and C(p(C) E @(J(A)), 
we have (- C, d C,)Qrp([(- C, Q C,)Q]-‘) = (- C, Q C,)Qq(- C;’ 63 
C; ‘)(p(QT) = a2C,(p(C, ‘)@a,C,cp(C;‘)) E @(J(A)) by Corollary 1.8, where 
q=kl and Q= 
Therefore, cr,C,q~(C;‘) L Jr and asCscp(C, ‘) ’ ./z7 or 
for some Jr E Mk and Jz E Mn_k such that Jr@Js differs from J(A) possibly 
by a permutation of its diagonal blocks. Thus, we can apply Theorem 2.5(ii) 
to C, and C,, independently, and find that (- C,@C,)Q 2 L,(a,],(A))E,@ 
L,(a,J,(A))E,, where E, E M, and E, EM,_, are involutory and satisfy 
Lq(ai]i(A))Ei = EiLq(aiJi(A))Ei, i=l,2. We are done if both Ei=fZ. 
Otherwise, we repeat the process to reduce each Ci further to two antidiago- 
nal blocks with either + or - signs. Since this process must end in a finite 
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number of steps, after finitely many rp-congruences we obtain the desired 
form. If cp is strictly regular, then Corollary 1.8 applies with oi = 1 for all i. 
n 
Step 4 
We summarize Lemma 2.8, Lemma 2.11, and Lemma 2.12 in four cases. 
For simplicity, we state the main results assuming that cp is strictly regular. 
If cp were regular but not strictly regular, then certain constants oi, ai = & 1, 
would appear in the statement of the following results, as in Lemmata 2.8, 
2.11, and 2.12. 
Recall that J(Acp(A-‘)) = Jp@Js, where 
in which J(~iX J(p(pU, ‘)) E M,,,,, pi z (p(pc~;l), ki z pj if i z j, and the 
Jordan block structures of J(pi) and J((p(pi’)) are identical for i = 1,. . , P; 
and 
in which J(Aj)E M,,, ~~ = cp(~~~‘), hi z Aj if i Zj, and _/(A,)= .I,,{‘,) 
03 . . * @/nn(Aj), nj,+ *. . + njk = nj for j = l,..., S. 
J I 
THEOREM 2.13. Suppose A E M, is nonsingular with J(Aq(A-‘)) = JP@ 
ls, wherelP and Jo are dejned in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, and let cp be a 
strictly regular @-map. of cp is direct-sum preserving and q(i) = i, then 
where 
j&r i = 1,. . . , p. 
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Furthermore, (f K,(J,(A)) f 0 fm all k and all A such that A = @-I), 
then 
$,(J(Aj))=(&(Jnj$Aj))@ -*- f=p(Jnll(r\i)) for j=l,...,s 
I 
THEOREM 2.14. Suppose A E M, is nonsingular with J(Acp(A-‘1) = JP@ 
Js, where JP and Js are defined in (2.2) and (2.31, respectively, and let cp be a 
strictly regular Q-map. If cp is direct-sum preserving and q(i)= -i, then 
J,(A) =~,(J(~u,)~l(~(~~')))~ .*- -,(JW@J(Q(G'))) 
@L,(J(A,))W . *. @Z&(As))Es~ 
where 
Lq(J(Pi) @J(QD(PL;l))) = 11. “:j’ E Mimi [! 1 for i = l,...,p. 
The involutory matrices Ej E M,j satisfy L,( J(Aj))Ej = q(Ej)L,(J(Aj)) fm 
j = l,...,s. 
FurthermoTe, $ K,&J,(A))+ 0 f or all k and fm all A such that A = 
cp(A-‘1, then 
where l j,=*1 forq=l,...,kj. 
THEOREM 2.15. Suppose A E M, is nonsingular with J(Ap(A - ‘1) = JP @ 
Js, where JP andJ, are defined in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, and let cp be a 
strictly regular Q-map. If Q is direct-sum reversing and q(i) = i, then 
J,(A) = (~,(lh4 MQW)))@ . . . ~+4 ~J((P(k3)) 
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Furthermore, if K+,p( Jk(h)) # 0 for all k and all A such that A 
then 
= p(A -I), 
and Q is a block permutation matrix of the fm 
with 
where Qj E M,j are block permutation matrices of the form 
nj,= dim( J,,$Aj)) for q = 1,. . . , ki. 
THEOREM 2.16. Suppose A E M, is nonsingular with J(Aq(A-‘1) = JP@ 
Js, where JP and Js are defined in (2.2) and (2.31, respectively, and let q be a 
strictly regular @-map. If p is direct-sum reversing and q4) = -i, then 
J,(A) = (L,(J(P,) ~J((P(P;‘)))@ -. + ~k(J(4 ~~((P(h3)) 
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The invo1utor-y matrices Ej E MDj satisfy L,(](Aj))Ej = qD(Ej)Lp(J(hj)), and 
Q is a block permutation matrix of the form 
with 
QBELzo,, ... ‘r] and Qc~[z~s :’ :]. 
Furthermore, if K,(Jk(A)) + 0f or all k and all A such that A = cp(A - ‘), 
then 
where ejq=&l fmq=l,..., kj, and Qj E M,, are block permutation matri- 
ces of the fm 
0 Z 
“11 
Qjz 1 . .’ , 1 nj,=dim(Jnjq(Aj)) fm q=l,.**,kj. I “jlrj 0 
I.,et cp be a given Q-map, and suppose A E M, is a nonsingular matrix 
such that A = v(A). Then Aq(A- ‘) = I. Since 1 is the only eigenvalue of 
Aq(A-l), 1 = cp(l-‘), and lq(l-‘) = 1, we have K,(J,(l)) Z 0. In this case, 
Theorems 2.13-2.16 simplify considerably. 
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COROLLARY 2.17. Suppose rp is a strictly regular @map. Zf A E M, is 
nonsingular and zf p(A) = A, then A is cp-equivalent to 
(i) Z if cp is direct-sum preserving and satisfaes cp(i> = i, 
(ii) I,@ - I,_, for some k if cp is direct-sum preserving and satisfies 
q(i) = - i, 
(iii) Q ij cp is direct-sum reversing and satisfies q(i) = i, and 
(iv> (I,@ - Zn-k)Q f or some k if cp is direct-sum reversing and satisfaes 
q(i) = -i, where Q E M, is the antidiagonal matrix 
EM,. 
3. EXAMPLES OF q-CANONICAL FORMS 
In this section, we apply our general theory to derive explicit cp-canonical 
forms for the following @-maps: 
cp( X) = XT, XV’, X*, XAT, and zAT. 
All of these are strictly regular @-maps, and the first three are direct-sum 
preserving. 
Set 
B, = 
1 
1 I E iq for k =l,...,n. 0 
3.1. q(x) = XT 
Suppose cp is the @-map q(X) = XT. Then cp is strictly regular and 
direct-sum preserving, and q(i) = i. Thus, rp satisfies the assumption of 
Theorem 2.13. Note that A = ~(h-‘) if and only if A = f 1. Unfortunately, 
the condition K+,(Jk(f 1)) z 0 for all k and A = f 1 is not satisfied. It fails 
when A = 1 and k is even, or A = - 1 and k is odd. However, if the blocks 
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Jk( + 1) are repeated an even number of times in J(A(A- ‘)‘), we may take 
Fortunately, that is exactly what happens when h = 1 and k is even, and 
when h = - 1 and k is odd. We state the result here and give a proof at the 
end of the section. 
LEMMA 3.1.1. Let A E M, be nonsingular. Then the Jordan canonical 
form j(A(A-‘)T) contains 
(a) an even number of blocks Jk(l) if k is even, and 
(b) an even number of blocks Jk( - 1) if k is odd. 
By Lemma 3.1.1, the Jordan blocks of even dimension corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 1 of A(A-l)T must occur in pairs; the same is true of the 
Jordan blocks of odd d imension corresponding to the eigenvalue - 1 of 
A(A-l)T. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2.13 that J,(A) has the 
following explicit form: 
THEOREM 3.1.2. Let cp be the Q-map q(X) = XT, and suppose A E M, 
is nonsingular. Then 
where : 
(X1.3) One has 
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L,(J(-l))~~L,(]“““(-l))~L,(J”“““(-l)). 
(3.1.4) Zf k is even, then the blocks Jk(l) in J(A(A-‘)T) occur in pairs, 
qFY1)) = &&W W,#))@ *. . @~&I(~) %Jl))’ 
and m, is even for i = 1,. . . , d,. 
(3.1.5) L,(J”““(l)) = L,(J,I(l))@ * * . f~L,(J,_2(1)), where ni are oddfir 
i = 1,. . . , d,, and 
if ni = 1 then L,(/n,(l)) = L,(l) = 1 
and 
$ ni > 1 then L&J,,,(l)) = [A(l) @ . * - @.L(l) @Jd1)]%,, 
i.e., 
Id 1) 
It(l) 
Lrp( Jni( 1)) = 
0 
0 
Bk 
J,(l) 
1 
1 1 
0 1 0 d- 1 1 0 1 0 
0 
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(3.1.6) I’k is odd, then the blocks Jk( - 1) in J(A(A-l)T) occur in pairs, 
and ri isoddfn-i=l,...,v,. 
(3.1.7) L&J .VEN( - 1)) = LJJ,,< - 1) Q . . . CB L&J,,I( - 111, where 
0 
1 
0 1 
. 1 
0 : 
1 0 I 
andti=2gi isevenfwi=l,...,v,. 
1 -1 
0 1 -1 
. 
1 -1 . 0 
-1 
0 
Proof. The Q-map q(X) = XT is strictly regular and direct-sum pre- 
serving, and q(i) = i. Therefore, the result follows from Theorem 2.13 if 
J,(A) E K,(J(A(A- ‘jT>). It is a simple matter to verify that the explicit 
forms in (3.1.3)-(3.1.7) are canonical solutions. We compute each 
L,(lk(A)X[L,(Jk(A)>l_ ‘IT and show that the product belongs to @(J,(A)). 
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For example, from (3.1.5) 
Thus, 
I_ 
0 
(o $ -: 
0 
0 1 0 0 1 -1 1 0 
= 
1 1 -1 
1 -1 0 
1 1 -1 
1 -1 
11 * 
1 -1 * 
0 i i 
1 
which is similar to Jk(l). Similarly for all other cases. 
EM,; k is odd. 
-1 
-1 
1 
EMk, 
n 
The following well-known result follows immediately from Corollary 
2.17(i); see also Corollary (4.4.6) of 161. 
COROLLARY 3.1.8. If A E M, is symmetric and nonsingular, then there is 
a nonsingular R E M, such that RTAR = 1. 
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Suppose A(A-‘IT is diagonalizable. Then since the dimension of each 
individual Jordan block of J(A(A-l)T> is one, the cp-canonical form in 
Theorem 3.1.2 simplifies considerably. 
COROLLARY 3.1.9. Let A E M, be nonsingular, and assume that A(A-‘)T 
is diagonalizable. Then there is a nonsingular R E M, such that 
where 1 is a k-fold eigenvalue of A(A-‘jT; pi, i = 1,. . . , p, are the eigenval- 
ues of A(A-‘)T that are different from 1; and k +2p = n. 
If n is even, and if A E M, is nonsingular and skew symmetric, then 
A(A-‘>T = - 1. Hence, all the eigenvalues of A(A- ‘IT are - 1, and we have 
the known result 
see Problem 26 in Chapter 4 of [6]. 
We also note that if A E M, is nonsingular and fi= ATA*, then A(A-l)T 
is Hermitian and hence is real diagonalizable. In this case, A can be reduced 
to a matrix of the form in Corollary 3.1.9 under T-congruence with all real 
pi; see also [3]. 
3.2. cp(x) = x - ’ 
Suppose cp is the @-map cp(X) = x-i. Then Q is strictly regular and 
direct-sum preserving, and Q(i) = i. The Q-canonical form in this case is 
known and is called the concanonical form [4, Theorem 3.11. We show how 
to obtain the concanonical form of a nonsingular matrix as a simple conse- 
quence of Theorem 2.13. We just need the following lemma [4, Corollary 
4.101. 
LEMMA 3.2.1. Let A E M,. Then fi is similar to the square of a real 
matrix. 
Thus, the Jordan blocks corresponding to the negative eigenvalues of AA 
occur in pairs, and the Jordan blocks corresponding to the nonreal complex 
eigenvalues of fi occur in conjugate pairs. Note that A = Q(A - ‘) for all real 
nonzero A, while /.L f (p(p - ‘) for all nonreal complex CL. 
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then it is easy to verify that for a negative A, L,(Jk(A)@Jk(A)) is a canonical 
solution in KFp(Jk(A)@Jk(A)). Moreover, L,(J,(A)) = J,(a) is a canonical 
solution in K,(J,(A)) f or any positive A. Therefore, the following result is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.13. 
THEOREM 3.2.2. Let cp be a Q-map q(X) = x-‘, and let A E M, be 
nonsingular. Then there is a nonsingular R E M, such that RA%- ’ = Ip @ Q&- 
@Qc, where 
the hi being the positive eigenvalues of AA; 
the ei being the negative eigenvalues of A& and 
the pi being the nonreal complex eigenvalues of AA. 
3.3. q(x) = X” 
Suppose cp is the @map q(X) = X*. Then A = cp(A-‘) if and only if 
A = eie. It is a simple matter to verify that K,(J,(A)) # 0 for all k and all A 
such that A = cp(A -‘). We actually produce an explicit canonical solution 
L,(J,(A)) in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. Let q be the Q-map q(X)= X*, and let A = eizB for 
some 0 E R. Then L,( Jk(A)) has the following form: 
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(3.3.2) Zf k is odd, 
andfork =2m+l, m 
= 
0 0 1 A 
0 : A 
0 1 -: 
* 1 A 0 
0 e it9 0 
0 1 
1 
0 0 
1’ 0 
(3.3.3) Zf k = 2m is even, then 
J,(A) 0 
L,(Jk(A)) = H-1 a Bk 0 L 
0 1 A 
0 .’ A 
1 . . 0 
= a A ’ 
1 
1 
0 
. ,l 
J 
where a=1 $A#l, and cr=i tyA=l. 
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Proof. To show that the explicit forms in (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) are canoni- 
cal solutions of K.(J,(h)) for A = e”‘, we simply compute 
L,(J~(A))(P([L,(J~(A))]-‘) = L,(Jk(A)K[~~(Jk(A))l-l}* and verify that the 
product belongs to O(Jk(A)). Now, from (3.3.2) the matrix product 
L~(Jk(A)){[L~(Jk(A))l-‘)*, A = ei2’ for k = 2m + 1, yields a matrix of the 
form 
f&,(A)){ [ L&(A))] -I>* = E %,,flJ 
6, # 0, which is clearly similar to Jk(A). A similar argument shows that the 
matrix in (3.3.3) is a canonical solution. n 
TIIEOREM 3.3.4. Lat cp be the @-map q(X) = X*, and let A E M,, be 
nonsingular. Then 
@L’,(J(A,))@ . .. @L$J(A.s)h 
~~ are the eigenvalues of Aq(A-‘) thut do not have modulus one, 
ni=dimJ(pi) for i=l,...,p, 
and 
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where hi = ei2’g are the eigenvalzres of A p(A- ‘) of modulus one for i = 
1 ,..., s. The explicit structure of L,(J,,$A,)) is given in (3.3.2) ur (3.3.3) 
according as nij is odd or even. 
Proof. The Q-map q(X) = X* is strictly regular and direct-sum preserv- 
ing, and cp(i) = -i. Since K,(J,(e i2e)) z 0 for all k and all 0 E R by Lemma 
3.3.1, the result follows immediately from Theorem 2.14. W 
The following known result is a simple consequence of Corollary 2.17(u). 
COROLLARY 3.3.5. lf A E M, is nonsingular and Hermitian, then there is 
a nonsingular R E M, such that RAR* = I,@ - I,_,. 
It follows easily from Theorem 3.3.3 that if A(A-‘)* E M, is diagonaliz- 
able, then there are ei = k 1, i = 1,. . . , s, such that 
(3.3.6) A 2 e,eiel@ -.a @eSeie3@ y “0’ @ 
i[ I 
where e i2’i and pi, (pil# 1, are the eigenvalues _ _ , . . 
. . , 63 O PP 
[ II 1 0 ’ 
of A(A-‘I*, s +2p = n. 
In particular, if A(A-‘i* is similar to a unitary matrix, then all the 
eigenvalues of A(A-‘)* lie on the unit circle. Therefore, in this case, (3.3.6) 
can be written as follows: 
where {ePzet,. . . , ei2’ n) = a(A(A- ‘)*). The converse is easily 
[l, Theorem 31. If a nonsingular A E M, is skew Hermitian, 
- 1. In this case, eiei = f i, and hence 
A 2 Eli@ . . . @e,i, ei= +1, 
where the numbers of + and - signs are determined by 
3.4. cp&J = xAT 
Recall that 
EM, for k=l,. .,n. 
verified; see also 
then A(A-‘)* = 
the inertia of A. 
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Let A =[u,~]E M,. Define AAT =(u,_~+,,“_~+,>E M,, i.e., AAT is the 
matrix obtained from A by reflecting its entries across the antidiagonal. For 
example, 
if A=[! i a] then AAT=[% i Cj. 
AAT is called the antitranspose of A. It is easy to verify that q(A) = AAT is 
strictly regular and direct-sum reversing, and q(i) = i. Two matrices A, B E 
M, are said to be AT-congruent if there is a nonsingular R E M, such that 
RARAT = B. If A = AAT, then A is called AT-symmetric. A Toeplitz matrix is 
an example of an AT-symmetric matrix. 
Note that A = (A - ‘lAT if and only if A = & 1. Note further that XAT = 
B,XTB, for any X E M,. Thus, A(A-‘jAT = (AB,)[(ABJ’lT, and hence the 
Jordan block structure of J(1) and J(-1) of J(A(A-‘jAT) must satisfy the 
following by Lemma 3.1.1. 
COROLLARY 3.4.1. Let A E M, be nonsingulur. Then the Jordan cunoni- 
calfomz J(A(A-l)AT) contains 
(a> an even number of blocks Jk(l) zy k is even, and 
(b) an even number of blocks Jk( - 1) if k is odd. 
The following result follows directly from Theorem 2.15. 
TIIEOREM 3.4.2. Let cp be the @-map cp(X) = XAT, and suppose A E M, 
is nonsingular. Then 
where : 
(3.4.3) one has 
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dim J(pi) = ki, pi f p,:’ are the eigenvalues of A(A - ‘IAT for i = 1,. . . , p, 
qAJ(l)) = ~,w’““u)) @Z#J”“(w, 
and 
(3.4.4) Zf k is even, then the blocks Jk(l) in J(A(A-‘)T) occur in pairs, 
andmi areevenfori=l,...,d,. 
iz 
(3.4.5) L@‘““(l)) = L,(J,$l))@ * * * @L+,(]~djl)), where ni are odd for 
1 ,...,d, and 
ifni = 1, then L,,(J,$l)) = 1, and 
if ni > 1, then LJJ,,$l)) = (JJl)@ . * * @]2(1)@J,(1)), i.e., 
J,(l) 0 
12(l) 
qiJ”~ 1)) = 
12(l) 
_ 0 ! i. 1 
(3.4.6) Zf k is odd, then the blocks Jk(- 1) in J(A(A-l>T) occur in pairs, 
andri areoddfori=l,...,v,. 
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(3.4.7) LJJEVEN( - 1)) = I&,,( - l))@ . * . @L&j - l)), where 
ti=2gi for i=l,...,v,, 
and Q E M, is a block permutation matrix of the form 
I 
0 
QE 92 
03 
where 
91 
0 
I 
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(2k, + .*. +2k,) + (2m, + . * * +2fr4 + (n, + * * * + 71&l + @r, 
+ tJ= n; and Q1, Qz, and Q3 correspond to 
. . . @L,(J(p,>eJ(p;‘)>, L,(J(ll), and L,(J(- I>>, 
The following result follows from Corollary 2.17(iii). 
COROLLARY 3.4.8. lf a nonsingular A E M, is AT-symmetric (A = AAT), 
then there is a nonsingular R E M, such that RARAT = B,. 
Since B, is nonsingular and symmetric, Corollary 3.1.8 guarantees that 
there is a nonsingular S E M, such that B, = SST. Therefore, SB,SAT = 
SB,(B,S=B,) = SS=B, = B,B, = I,. Th us, B, is AT-congruent to the iden- 
tity. Combining this observation with Corollary 3.4.8, we have 
COROLLARY 3.4.9. Zf a nonsingular A E M, is AT-symmetric, then there 
is a nonsingular R E M, such that RARAT = I,. 
Therefore, any nonsingular Toeplitz matrix can be reduced to B, and to 
I, with AT-congruences. 
3.5. q(x) = FAT 
It is easy to verify that the @-map q(X) = zAT is strictly regular and 
direct sum reversing, and q(i) = -i. If A = AaT, then A is called AT-Hermi- 
tian. Note that FAT = B,X*B, for any X E M,, and A = cp(A-‘1 if and only if 
A = eie for some 0 E R. It is a simple matter to show that K,(J,(A)) + 0 for 
all k and all A such that A = cp(A -I). We actually produce an explicit 
L&J,(A)) in the following lemma. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 
3.3.1. 
LEMMA 3.5.1. Let cp be the @-map q(X) = FAT, and let A = ei2@, 0 E R. 
Then L,(J,(A)) has the following form: 
(3.5.2) if k is odd, 
L,(J,( A)) = ei2’, 
andfork=zm+l, m>l, 
L&,(A)) = 
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(3.5.3) Ifk = 2m is even, 
where (Y = 1 zj A # 1, and (Y = i zy A = 1. 
Since K,(jk(eizO>># 0 for all k and all 8 E R, the following result 
follows directly from Theorem 2.16: 
THEOREM 3.5.4. Let cp be the @-map qo(X> = FAT, and let A E M, be 
nonsingular. Then 
where 
in which pi are the eigenvalues of Aq(A-‘) that do not have modulus one, 
and 
ni=dimJ(pi) for i= l,...,p; 
where Ai = ei2@i are the eigenvalues of Ap(A- ‘> of modulus one for i = 
1 , . . . , s; and Q E M, is a block permutation matrix of the folm 
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where 
2n, + ** * +2n,+m,+ ** * + m, = n, and Qb and Q, correspond to 
I.,$](~~) @ ~(1;~)) Q . * . 8 L&J(cL,,) 8 J(cL~‘>) and L’,(J(A,N @ * * * 0 
L,‘,(](h,)), respectively. Finally, 
0 ‘ki, 
Qi= _: I 1 E M,.. ‘kili 0 ’ 
The explicit structure of L,&]+&) is given in (3.5.2) or (3.5.3) accord- 
ing as Kij i.s odd or even. 
The following result is a simple consequence of Corollary 2.17(iv). 
COROLLARY 3.5.5. Zf A E M, is non-singular and AT-Hermitian (A = p*), 
then there is a nonsingular R E M, and an integer B E (1,. . . , n} such that 
RAR* = (I,$ - z,_,)B,. 
3.6. Proof of Lemma 3.1.1 
We need two lemmata for the proof. The first is well known. 
LEMMA 3.6.1. The rank of a skew symmetric mutrix is always even. 
Consequently, ranMAR) is even if A E M, is skew symmetric and R E M, is 
nonsingular. 
LEMMA 3.6.2. Let A E M, be nonsingular. Then 
(a) rank[A(A-‘>* - Ilk is even for any positive odd integer k, and 
(b) rank[A(A-‘I* + Zl”[A(A-‘)* - Zl[A(A-‘I* + Zlm is even for any 
nonnegative integer m. 
Proof. Suppose A E M, is nonsingular. Note that A(A-‘)* commutes 
with A(A-‘)* f 1. 
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Set R = A(A-l)T. Consider assertion (a). Suppose k is a positive odd 
integer. Then 
[ ~(~-11~ - I]' = (A - AT)(A-~)~[ A(A-~)'~ - I] [ A(A-I)~ - Z]‘-’ 
=(A-A’~)[(A-~)‘~_A-J]A(A-~)~[A(A-I)~_z]~-~ 
=(A-AT)[(A-~)~‘-A-~]R[A(A-~)~_~]~-~ 
=(A-AT)[(A-l)T-A-l][A(A-‘)T-~]k-e~= . . . 
where s = (k - 1)/2. Since {(A - AT)[(A-l)‘r - A-‘]}‘(A - A’) is skew sym- 
metric and (A-‘)TRS is nonsingular, by Lemma 3.6 rank[A(A-l)T - Zlk is 
even for a positive odd integer k. 
Similarly, [A(AP1jT + Z]‘“[A(A-r)T - Z][A(A-l>T + I]“’ = ((A + 
AT>[(A-l)T + A-‘]. . * }(A - AT)((A + AT)[(A-l)T + A-‘] . . . }T(A- l)TR’r’. 
Thus, rank[A(A-l)T + Z]“‘[A(A-l)T - Z][A(A-l)T + Z]‘,, is even for any 
nonnegative integer m by Lemma 3.6. n 
We now restate Lemma 3.1.1 and give a proof. 
LEMMA 3.6.3. Let A E M, be nonsingular. Then the Jordan canonical 
form J(A(A-‘)“) contains 
(a) an even number of blocks jk(l) if k is even, and 
(b) an even number of blocks Jk( - 1) if k is odd. 
Proof. Suppose A is nonsingular and either 1 or - 1 is in the spectrum 
of A(A-l)T. 
Suppose 1 E c(A(A-I)‘). Write J(A(A-‘jT) = /r@](l), where Jr 6 
M,_, and J(1) E M, are the direct summands of all Jordan blocks corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalues h # 1 and 1, respectively, i.e., jr E J(h,) 
@ . . * @J(hk), Ai # 1, and J(l) s J,,(l)@ . . . @J,,(l) E M,. 
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Note that for any integer s > p, rank[A(A-‘)T - z,y = rank{[J,@J(l)l- 
I,}” = rank{(Ji - Z,_,,)“@[J(l)- I,]“) = rank[(J, - Z,_p)s 8 01 = rank (Ji - 
Zn_p)S = rank(Ji - In._& = rank Ji. In particular, if we let s’ be an odd 
integer greater than p, then rank[A(A-‘)T - I,]“’ = rank{[ji@J(l)l- z,}“’ = 
rank(Ji - I,_,). Therefore, rank(Jr - I,_,) is even by Lemma 3.6.2(a). 
We want to show that if k is even, then the block Jk(l) occurs an even 
number of times. In order to derive a contradiction, suppose there exist even 
integers ki such that each block Jk,(l) occurs an odd number of times in 
J(A(A-‘)T). Let 
72’ = max( k, : ki is even and J,,< 1) occurs an odd number of times}. 
In this case, observe that: 
y)) r;k:[.Z&) - I,&“‘- ’ is even for all odd integers m, 
ii all even ki < n’ rank[j&> - Zk,]“‘-i = 0, and hence is even, 
(iii) C all even ki > n’ rank[J;(l)- Z;,]n’-l is even, since rank[j,(l) - z,]“‘-‘ 
is odd for all even ki > n’, but they’ occur an even number of times by the 
hypothesis, 
(iv) rank(J, - Zn_p)“‘-l = rank(Ji - Zn_p) is even, as noted, but 
(v) rank [ JJl> - I,.]“‘- ’ is odd, and J,,,(l) occurs an odd number of 
times. 
Thus, rank[J(A(A-l)T)- Z,,ln’- ’ is odd if there is an even k such that 
Jk(l) occurs an odd number of times in j(A(A-l)T). But this contradicts 
Lemma 3.6.2(a), which ensures that rank [A(A-‘>T - Z,lk = 
rank[j(A(A-l)T>- I,] k is even for all odd k. Therefore, jk(l) must occur an 
even number of times in J(A(A-‘)T> whenever k is even. 
Now consider - 1 E u(A(A-‘>~>. The proof is similar in this case. We 
write J(A(A-i>T) = Ji@J(-- l), where Ji E M,_, and J(- 1) E M, are the 
direct summands of all Jordan blocks corresponding to the eigenvalues 
A # - 1 and A = - 1, respectively. 
Note that rank(Ji - Zn_p) is even by the preceding proof, since if k is 
even, Jk(l) must occur an even number of times. Now, if m > p, then 
= rank(J1 + Z,_,)“(j, - Z,_,)(J, + Z,_,)m~O. 
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Since rank[A(A-‘jT + Z,]m[A(A-l)T - Z,][A(A-‘jT + Z,]“’ is even for any 
integer m by Lemma 3.7(b), rank(J, + Z,-,)‘“(J1 - Z,_,XJI + Z,_pYn = 
rank(J, + I, _pNJ, - I, _,XJ, + I, _& ’ is even for any integer s, since I1 + 
I,_, is nonsingular. 
In order to derive a contradiction, suppose there exist odd integers ki 
such that each Jk$ - 1) occurs an odd number of times in J(A(A-‘jT>. Let 
n’ = max{k, : ki is odd and each Jk,( - 1) occurs an odd number of times}. 
Then set n’ = 2m - 1. Note that 
rank[A(A-1)T+Z]7”[A(A-1)T-Z][A(A-1)T+~]’n 
=~~~~[J(A(A-‘)~)+Z]~[J(A(A-‘)~)-Z][J(A(A-’)~)+Z]‘~ 
= rank [ Jr@/( - 1) + I] “[ Ji@J( - 1) - z] [ Ji@J( - 1) + z] “’ 
= rank((_Zr + zn-p)“‘(li - z,-,)(I, + zn-p)“’ 
But since Ji + I,_, commutes with Ji - I,_, and J( - 1) + I, commutes 
with J( - 1) - I,, 
rank[A(A-l)T+Z]m[A(A-l)T-Z][A(A-i)T+Z]m 
= rank((J, + z,-,)2m(J1 -z,-r,)~[J(-l)+zV]2’“[J(-l)-zp])~ 
Now observe that 
6) rank[J,$- l)+ Z~iI”“[J~,(-l)- ‘+I is even for all even integers n,; 
(ii) Call odd k + I rank[Jki( - 1) + zk,lzm[jk$- 1) - zk,] is even, since either 
[lk(-l)+ zki]“‘[~&-l)-zk,]=o EMki for alI ki <n’, Or Id&/k,(l)- 
zkip”[jk( - 1) + I, ] is odd for all ki > n’, but these blocks occur an even 
number of times by the hypothesis; 
(iii) rank (J, + z,_,>2”(/1 - I,_,) = rank(J, + I,-,)“(J1 - Z,_,XJI + 
Z,_p)m is even, as noted; but 
(iv) rank[JJ - 1) + Z,S12”‘[J,,C - 1) - z,I is odd, and these blocks occur an 
odd number of times. 
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Thus, rank{(Jr + I,_,>“‘“(Jr - I,_,)@[_/(- l)+ ~,l~“‘t~(- I)- IplJk(-l)} is 
odd, which contradicts Lemma 3.6.2(b). Therefore, /kc- 1) must occur on 
even number of times in J(A(A-‘)T) whenever k is odd. n 
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